The fragile-to-strong crossover seems to be a general feature of metallic glass-forming liquids. Here, we study the behavior of shear viscosity, diffusion coefficient and vibrational density of states for CuxZrxAl100-2x alloy through molecular dynamics simulations. The results reveal that the fragileto-strong temperature (T fs ) and the glass transition temperature (Tg) increase as the aluminum content becomes larger. The inverse of the diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature exhibits a dynamical crossover in the vicinity of Tg, at a much lower temperature than that predicted in previous experimental and computational studies. At the temperature in which the dynamical crossover occurs determined by the inverse of the diffusion coefficient, we found an excess of vibrational states at low frequencies, resembling a pronounced peak in the reduced vibrational density of states characteristic of a strong liquid. Finally, the behavior of the shear viscosity as a function of reduced temperature (Tg/T) also shows that, besides the fragile-to-strong crossover nearby Tg, another dynamical crossover is present near the onset of the supercooled regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Almost sixty years after having synthesized the first metallic glass [1] , the nature of such materials, as well as other glasses, remains an unsolved problem in condensed matter physics and materials science [2, 3] . In particular, the temperature at which a liquid becomes a glass, the glass transition T g , is strongly dependent on the chemical composition and the cooling rate used to obtain the glass [4, 5] . Therefore, it is not possible to set a single value for T g , and different criteria are used to define when a liquid becomes a glass. A common criterion is to choose T g as the value at which the shear viscosity of the liquid attains a value of 10 13 poise. Angell [6] proposed a classification of glasses according to the thermal behavior of the shear viscosity, thus defining the concept of liquid fragility. Glass-forming liquids are called strong when their shear viscosity is reasonably well described by a single Arrhenius equation, presenting a low fragility index. On the other hand, liquids that cannot be described by a single Arrhenius equation are called fragile, and present a high fragility index compared to strong liquids [3] . For most non-metallic glassforming liquids a single fragility index describes the full range of temperatures. Nevertheless, some liquids in the supercooled regime, such as water [7, 8] , silica [9, 10] , BeF 2 [11] , specific compositions of yttria-alumina [12] , and triphenyl-phosphite [13] , do not fit into either of the two categories. Since they present two fragility indexes, for low and high temperatures, such liquids exhibit a dynamical crossover, starting as a fragile liquid and transforming into a strong liquid in the vicinity of T g . On the other hand, this fragile-to-strong crossover (FSC) seems to be a general feature of MGFLs [14, 15] .
In order to understand the reason for this crossover in the supercooled regime several theories have been proposed. A study explaining the glass transition through elastic waves in liquids [16] predicts the FSC in the supercooled regime in the vicinity of T g as a consequence of local relaxation events in all system leading to a temperature-independent activation energy. Another attempt at describing FSC is based on the extended mode coupling theory (MCT) [17] . In such theory, the diffusion coefficient and the relaxation time change their behavior from non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius at a temperature value approximate to the critical temperature T c of the original version of MCT. Computational and experimental works have been carried out in parallel to uncover the nature of FSC. Chen et al [8] . found a FSC in supercooled water by studying the thermal behavior of the inverse of the self-diffusion coefficient and the average of translational relaxation time. Zhou [15] et al. proposed the approximate relation T fs ≈ 1.36T g , based on experimental data for 98 glass-forming liquids. FSC was found experimentally in Zr-based [15, 18] and more recently in Fe-based [19] MGFLs. Moreover, in spite of various theoretical and experimental approaches already utilized in order to understand the reason behind the FSC, its origin remains unclear.
Currently, two dynamical crossovers emerge when MGFLs are quenched to form a glass. The first happens near the onset of the supercooled regime and is associated with a transition from an uncorrelated liquid dynamics to a state of increasing cooperation in various regions [20, 21] . During this transition, the transport properties deviate from Arrhenius to non-Arrhenius behavior. The second crossover is the fragile-to-strong one, which occurs in the vicinity of T g . In this work, we present evidence from computer simulations of FSC for three Cu x Zr x Al 100−2x MGFLs. We choose this type of alloys because it is an ideal model, widely used to explore the properties of metallic glasses [15, 18, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . It is known that a small percentage of aluminum increases the fragility index and the glass transition temperature, allowing the exploration of changes in dynamical properties using molecular dynamics simulations [28] . The FSC in Cu-Zr-Al alloys has been verified in experimental studies and suggested by simulation analysis [15, 23, 29] . Notwithstanding, the previous experimental studies are based on values of viscosity obtained at high temperatures when the first dynamical crossover has not happened yet, and, therefore, the value of T fs could be overestimated. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any computational study that confirms the existence of the FSC in Cu-Zr-Al MGFLs by showing directly the change in the behavior from non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius in either the diffusion coefficient or the shear viscosity. In view of that, we conducted further investigations into the evidence of FSC in metallic glasses through computer simulations. For this purpose, we analyzed the temperature dependence of diffusion coefficient, vibrational density of states and shear viscosity of CuZr(Al) MGFLs using an EAM potential developed by Cheng et al. [30] , which adequately describes the properties of CuZr-Al inter-atomic forces.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section II describes the methods used in this study for the calculation of the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the alloys; results and discussion are presented in section III; and, finally, section IV conveys our conclusion.
II. METHODS

A. Simulation setup
The computer simulations were carried out employing the widely used molecular dynamics (MD) open code LAMMPS [31] . At first, we started with a binary alloy Cu-Zr, constituted by 4000 atoms (2000 Cu atoms and 2000 Zr atoms) in a cubic box subject to periodic boundary conditions in all three dimensions. An embeddedatom method (EAM) potential was used to describe the interatomic interactions [30, 32] . Once the liquid at 2000 K reached the equilibrium, the alloy was quenched to 300 K at a rate of 100 K/ns. The quench was performed in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble at zero external pressure. The Nosé-Hoover equations were integrated using a time step of 2 fs, with the pressure and temperature damping parameters of 200 fs and 5 ps, respectively. During the quenching process, several configurations were saved in order to obtain the dynamic and thermodynamic properties, which were determined through equilibrium simulations. All correlation functions were calculated in the canonical (NVT) ensemble.
We repeated the same procedure for two ternary alloys (x = 49, 46) and analyzed the behavior of the viscosity, self-diffusion coefficient and vibrational density of states with the aluminum percentage increase.
B. Glass transition
As the quench was being carried out, we saved atomic configurations every 50 K in order to obtain thermodynamic information during the cooling process. These configurations were used as input in MD equilibrium simulations. After thermalization, thermodynamic properties were determined from MD equilibrium simulations comprising 10 6 time steps. The behavior of the enthalpy and isobaric heat capacity as a function of temperature for binary Cu 50 Zr 50 and ternary Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 are presented in Fig. 1 . The isobaric heat capacity C p defined through the derivative of the enthalpy:
was used to estimate the glass transition temperature, T g . For solid and liquid states, C p is expressed by the equations:
and
respectively. Eq. (2) is the solid correction to the DulongPetit law and Eq. (3) is the Kubaschewski relation to describe the C p of liquids [33] . In order to estimate the value of T g , we integrate Eqs. (2) and (3) [15, 34] . A peak in C p (inset Fig. 1 ) is also an evidence that glass transition occurs in that range of temperatures. For the ternary Cu 49 Zr 49 Al 2 alloy, a similar procedure was employed to obtain T g ≈ 632 K; these results are not shown in detail to avoid repetition.
In Table I the values of T g we have determined for each alloy are compared with those obtained experimentally in Ref [15] . 
C. Dynamic properties
In order to evidence the FSC, we studied three dynamical properties: diffusion coefficient, vibrational density of states and shear viscosity of the Cu x Zr x Al 100−2x alloys.
First, the diffusion coefficient was computed using molecular dynamics simulations through the mean squared displacement (MSD) of each atom
where r l (t) is the position vector of the l th particle at time t. For long times, the particles are in the diffusive regime, and the MSD is linearly dependent on time. Consequently, the diffusion can be calculated by the equation:
Based on previous studies, an excess in the vibrational density of states (VDOS) of low frequencies with respect to the Debye model is an evidence of a non-Arrheniusto-Arrhenius behavior crossover in supercooled liquids [37, 38] . The VDOS is determined using the Fourier transform of the normalized velocity autocorrelation function
where v l is the velocity vector of the l th particle at time t. At last, the shear viscosity was calculated using a GreenKubo relation [39, 40] :
where β is the reciprocal of the absolute temperature times the Boltzmann constant (k B T ) −1 , V is the volume of the system and P αγ is an off diagonal component, P xy , P xz and P yz , of the stress tensor. Following Alfè et. al [41] , two more components should be included to calculate the viscosity in Eq. (7) 1 2 (P xx − P yy ) and 1 2 (P yy − P zz ),
hence, five components were computed in order to obtain the shear viscosity. As we will show later, the crossover temperature T fs is grater when the Al percentage is increased, and this fact allows us to explore the shear viscosity behavior in the ternary Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 for the values in which the FSC is evidenced. We were not able to observe the crossover from the shear viscosity results of binary Cu 50 Zr 50 and ternary Cu 49 Zr 49 Al 2 because the off diagonal stress tensor components do not completely decorrelate even when the sampling time reached 5ns and larger simulation sampling times would exceed our MD capabilities (see Sec III-C).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Self-diffusion coefficient Fig. 2 shows the inverse of the diffusion coefficient (ID) as a function of the inverse temperature for the three alloys, calculated using Eq. (5). We observe a change in the behavior of ID at temperatures near the glass transition for the three alloys. Moreover, this change is shifted toward higher temperatures when aluminum concentration increases. This is due to the properties of MGFLs that strongly depend on composition [14, 18] . The modification in the ID behavior can be associated with the existence of FSC at a certain temperature T fs , where the crossover takes place. In order to find T fs for the alloys, we fitted the data for high temperatures to the VogelFulcher-Tamman (VFT) equation [42] [43] [44] , where A is a parameter that indicates by how much the diffusion diverges from the Arrhenius behavior when the temperature decreases, T 0 is the temperature at which the ID diverges and the factor D 0 is the diffusion coefficient extrapolated to infinite temperature. Previous studies of CuZr(Al) alloys reveal a dynamical decoupling happening at a temperature T A ≈ 1200 K [24, 26] . This decoupling is associated with the beginning of the dynamical heterogeneities. Above T A , the liquid alloy presents a non-Arrhenius behavior, therefore for our purposes we fitted our data to a VFT equation for temperatures below T A , for each alloy. The solid red lines in Fig. 2 are obtained by the fitting the data to a VFT equation. For low temperatures, close to T g (red shaded region in Fig. 2) , the values for ID are not well fitted by Eq. 8. In this region, it is more appropriate to fit to an Arrhenius equation as follows:
where E A is the constant activation energy characteristic of a strong liquid [3, 6] . The dashed blue lines in Fig. 2 represent the fit to an Arrhenius equation. At the crossover temperature, T fs , the contributions from the fragile and the strong regions to the whole dynamics are the same, i.e., the temperature at which the values for the diffusion coefficient calculated from Eqs. (8) and (9) [45] . Table II shows the values for the fitting parameters and the crossover temperature of the three alloys. The values we have obtained for T fs are significantly lower than those previously reported for these alloys [15, 18, 23] . Since it is very difficult for the experiments to probe directly the molten alloy in the supercooled regime, the experimental estimates of the FSC temperature were determined from models to interpolate the experimental results for viscosity obtained at high temperatures (above the first crossover) and at low temperatures just above the glass transition. [15] We believe this is the main reason why the experimental FSC temperature estimates are significantly higher than ours. Regarding the computational studies of the FSC in these alloys, [18, 23] their estimates for the FSC temperature are based on indirect evidence of the FSC, instead of a direct observation of the change in behavior from non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius in either the diffusion coefficient or the shear viscosity. This difference in approach can explain the discrepancies between their results and our findings. Glasses present an excess of vibrational modes in the VDOS compared to Debye law (g(ω) ∝ ω 2 ) at low temperatures [46] . This excess of modes appears as a peak in the reduced VDOS (rVDOS), defined as, g(ω)/ω 2 , known as boson peak (BP) [16, 47, 48] . The previous studies about the BP show that the excess in VDOS is more pronounced in strong liquids than in fragile liquids [49] . Therefore, we used as a criterion for the oc- currence of the FSC a pronounced BP at low temperatures characteristic of strong liquids. The rVDOS and VDOS for Cu 50 Zr 50 obtained using Eq. (6) are depicted in Fig. 3 . For temperatures above 1000 K the rVDOS decreases monotonically with increasing ω. Notwithstanding, the deviation from the Debye law appears at 750 K. However, as showed previously in the behavior of ID, the FSC does not occur for this temperature and the BP appears as a weak deviation from the Debye law. Moreover, a pronounced boson peak, appears only at temperatures below 750 K at approximately 1.7 THz, evidencing a change in the behavior of the rV-DOS, which could be associated with a FSC in the interval 750-700 K. Those results are consistent with the crossover temperature T fs obtained from the prior calculation of ID for the same alloy.
In Fig. 4 we show the rVDOS and the VDOS for the ternary alloy Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 . For temperatures above 1000K the liquid does not present any excess modes in the rVDOS, similarly to the case of the binary alloy Cu 50 Zr 50 . At 800 K we observe a pronounced boson peak. Additionally, for 750 and 700 K we see that the peaks are frequency-shifted in comparison to the binary alloy, happening at approximately 6.8 and 6.2 THz, respectively. In contrast with the binary alloy a pronounced boson peak appears at 800 K and approximately 7.5 THz, evidencing that the FSC is shifted for higher temperatures when the Al percentage is increased.
We do not show a similar set of curves for Cu 49 Zr 49 Al 2 because the behavior is analogous to the Cu 50 Zr 50 alloy. Nonetheless, the results are included in supplementary information.
In order to provide an additional evidence of the FSC, we analyze the shear viscosity of these CuZr(Al) alloys in the next subsection.
C. Shear viscosity
In order to calculate the shear viscosity using Eq. (7), the average of the autocorrelation function (C pp ) of the five components of the tension tensor P αγ (t)P αγ (0) must be calculated and integrated over all the history of the system. Fig. 5 depicts the behavior C pp as a function of time for the ternary Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 alloy. For temperatures below 1300 K, C pp shows a dramatic slowing down of the relaxation dynamics, this is due to the onset of dynamical heterogeneity that occurs at the characteristic temperature T A , which is reported to lie in the interval 1000 -1300 K for the CuZr(Al) metallic alloys [24, 26] . For temperatures lower than 790 K, the C pp does not decorrelate for t = 5ns, presenting a prohibitive computational cost in order to calculate reliable values of viscosity for these temperatures. In the case of binary Cu 50 Zr 50 and ternary Cu 49 Zr 49 Al 2 , it was not possible calculate C pp for temperatures at which the FSC could be observed. The reason why that happens was explained by Cheng et al. [28] through the differences between binary and ternary alloys regarding the development of icosahedral clusters as their respective liquids are quenched. By comparing the α-relaxation time, which scales with the viscosity, for CuZr and CuZrAl, Cheng et al. concluded that τ α of the ternary alloy is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of the binary alloy. That is the reason why in our case we were only able to observe the FSC for the ternary alloy Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 , since the T fs is shifted towards higher temperatures when Al percentage increases.
The behavior of the logarithm of the shear viscosity as a function of reduced temperature (T/T g ) is displayed in Fig 5. Three regimes can be identified during the cooling process. At first, for high temperatures, the alloy presents an Arrhenius behavior when the temperature decreases until approximately 1200 K. This first crossover from Arrhenius to non-Arrhenius behavior is associated with the beginning of the dynamical hetero- geneity at specific temperature T A , i.e., the mobilities differ by orders of magnitude in regions few nanometers away. For the case of MGFLs based in CuZrAl, previous studies have shown that this value occurs for a temperature close to 1300 K [24, 50] . Our calculations lead to a value for T A of 1200 K, which is in good agreement with previous studies of these alloys [26] . For temperatures below T A , the shear viscosity develops a non-Arrhenius behavior, which is represented in Fig. 5 by the blue region. The FSC occurs at the reduced temperature of 0.85 (≈ 840 K); again this value for T fs agrees quite well with those obtained through ID and rVDOS for this alloy. Our estimates for T fs are significantly lower than those reported in previous studies of these MGFLs [15, 23] .
Finally, in Fig. 6 we show the behavior of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient as a function of corresponding logarithm of the viscosity, both computed at the same temperature, in order to check the Stokes-Einstein relation (SE) for Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 alloy. This relation establishes a connection between the diffusion coefficient and the shear viscosity through the relation D ∼ (η/T) ζ , which is strictly valid only for ζ = −1. However for the ternary alloy this behavior departs from the ideal one   FIG. 6 . The SE relation for Cu46Zr46Al8. For high temperatures, in the interval 1800 -1300 K, the slope is ζ = −1. However, for temperatures below TA = 1200 K, the SE relation deviates from the ideal to a fractional form with ζ = −0.81.
to a fractional relation for temperatures below T A , with ζ = −0.81. This violation of SE relation from ζ = −1.00 to ζ = −0.81 is associated with a crossover from Arrhenius behavior to non-Arrhenius when the alloys are cooled below T A .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Three dynamic properties showing the existence of a FSC in Cu x Zr x Al 100-2x with x = 50,49,46 were calculated through MD simulations. Two dynamical crossovers are evidenced during the cooling process. The first crossover is associated with the dynamical heterogeneities, and marks onset of the non-Arrhenius behavior before the liquid enters in the supercooled regime. By investigating the ID for temperatures below T A for Cu 50 Zr 50 , Cu 49 Zr 49 Al 2 and Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 we observed two regimes well defined. The first regime exhibits a non-Arrhenius behavior fitted to a VFT equation and a second regime, which displays an Arrhenius behavior. From that we are able to estimate the temperature at which the crossover occurs. Our findings for the FSC temperature are significantly lower than previous estimates from experiments and computer simulations. The reason for these discrepancies possibly stems from the fact that in these studies the FSC temperature determination relies on indirect evidence of the crossover, instead of the direct observation of the change in behavior from non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius in either the diffusion coefficient or the shear viscosity.
The rVDOS reveals a pronounced BP at low temperatures, which can be considered as an evidence of FSC. In the case of the binary Cu 50 Zr 50 a pronounced BP is only observed for temperatures below 750 K. Notwithstanding the appearing of BP coincides with the value T fs obtained through of the ID.
Finally, we investigated the brakdown of the SE relation for the Cu 46 Zr 46 Al 8 alloy occurs below T A . Our results agree with previous computational studies of similar alloys [18, 24] .
